STRIDE DRIVEN JACKPOT TRAIL
Entry #
Points Total

Place
1

Obstacle
Donn Gloves

2

Back

3

Ring Bell

4

Varied
Footing

5

4 Pole Slalom

6

Long And
Narrow

7

Mail Box

8

Vine
Simulator

9

Rail Road
Crossing
10 180 Circle

11 Passenger
Pick Up

Directives
Walk between cones halting with
horse’s front feet in line with
cones. Driver is to put on a pair of
gloves while horse is immobile.
Walk on to next obstacle
Walk forward until chest of horse is
in line with the cones. Back straight
4-5 steps. Walk forward to next
obstacle
Walk to bell stand. Transition to a
Halt, maintain Halt 5 seconds, Ring
Bell, Proceed forward at a trot
Driver to approach at a trot and trot
over lane of various footing options
which can include pine straw,
Spanish Moss, shavings etc. Trot
towards next obstacle
Horse to enter slalom at trot with
red pole on the right and perform
changes in bend with each change
of direction.
Approaching obstacle transition to
the walk. Drive with wheels on the
left side of the cart travelling
between (2) 2x 4s. Proceed to next
obstacle at walk.
Walk to mailbox. Open mailbox.
Take package out. Close mailbox.
Put flag up. Proceed at walk.
Approach obstacle at a walk.
Quietly walk through the “vines”.
Walk to next obstacle.
Walk quietly over the RR crossing.
Proceed to next obstacle at a walk
Approaching obstacle transition to
the walk. Put a wheel in circle on
ground(back wheel if 4-wheel) Do
180 turn in either direction keeping
wheel in circle. Proceed to next
obstacle at walk.
Halt for a count of 10 secs along
side designated “passenger” pick up
area. Proceed to next obstacle at a
trot. (NO actual passenger will be
picked up).

Points

Remarks

12 Water
Crossing

Enter water at a trot between 2
cone markers. Drive through water
at a trot and exit through 2nd set of
cone markers leaving course at a
trot.

Collective Marks
Gaits, Impulsion
Submission, Acceptance
of the bit
Driver Use of Aids

Points

Remarks

Freedom and regularity,
desire to move forward
Correct lateral bend,
attentive, confident, calm and
bright
Handling of reins, whip and
voice

Signature of Judge___________________________________________________________
10-Excellent, 9-Very Good, 8-Good, 7-Fairly Good, 6-Satisfactory, 5-Sufficient
4-Insufficient, 3-Fairly Poor, 2-Poor, 1-Very Poor, 0-Not performed

